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Angola
0105 Jan: Booming economy brings change of tack on transparency issue
0105 Jan: Expulsions cut diamond production
0105 Jan: GM grain ban may boost regional purchases
0105 Jan: Swiss lawsuit dropped, funds to return under conditions
0205 Feb: Massive growth forecast for Luanda city
0205 Feb: World Bank funds for reconstruction
0605 June: Donors' conference likely to be delayed over oil accounts
0705 July: Concerns grow over election schedule
1005 Oct: Dos Santos seeks to pass the buck on lack of donor support
1105 Nov: Case puts spotlight on operations of elite landholders
1105 Nov: Dos Santos promises free and fair elections
1105 Nov: First diamond polishing factory
1105 Nov: Portugal proposes its own donors' conference

Botswana
0105 Jan: Zimbabwean illegals to serve jail terms
0205 Feb: Aiming at a balanced budget
0205 Feb: New mining strategy targets non-diamond production
0605 June: Diamond polishing skills sought
0705 July: Diamonds and reputation could be hit by Bushmen eviction boycott
1005 Oct: Important players change sides in Bushmen saga
1005 Oct: Screening ahead for all potential privatisations

Congo DR
0105 Jan: Coup rumour shows panic lies just below the surface in Kinshasa
0105 Jan: Media spreads notion of 'diabolical plots
0105 Jan: Million clients for Vodacom
0205 Feb: Anglo accused of paying off rebels
0205 Feb: Bank sells up as Belgium says it is losing interest
0205 Feb: Disagreement on basic structure of state
0205 Feb: IMF warns on economy
0205 Feb: Kabila 'home truths' publication causes anger in Kinshasa
0305 Mar: Belgian-SA rivalries loom despite DRC pact
0305 Mar: Demonstrations add pressure for speedy constitutional agreement
0305 Mar: Kabila seeks Japanese investment
0305 Mar: Minerals price boom fuels conflict
0305 Mar: UN develops harder line against eastern rebel militias
0405 Apr: Belgian and SA defence ministers visit
0405 Apr: Growing concern in EU and ACP about transition
0405 Apr: Hutu rebels still far from effective disarmament
0405 Apr: Kabila's security police accused of rights abuses
0405 Apr: SA air traffic company to work in the DRC
0405 Apr: UN makes fresh sorties in Ituri
0505 May: Constitution limits Kabila's presidential powers
0505 May: Echoes from the past as Katangese 'secessionists' are arrested
0505 May: Hutu rebels still not disarming
0505 May: SA to help rebuild public service
0605 June: China scoops up minerals, infrastructure contracts
0605 June: Political delays and large-scale embezzlement keep situation explosive
0705 July: Optimism ahead of UN's largest election operation
0705 July: Security of elections still in doubt
0805 Aug: IMF waives conditions to lend $40m to Kinshasa in 'fragile' situation
0805 Aug: Conflict continues in northern Katanga
0805 Aug: UN says main business federation is in cahoots with ex-warlords
0905 Sept: Big mining companies anticipate growing stability
0905 Sept: Kabila forced to share parastatal top jobs, loses access to funds
0905 Sept: Neighbouring countries may help disarm Hutu rebels
0905 Sept: Some progress registered as UN boosts mission
0905 Sept: Strikers angered by scandals and mismanagement
1005 Oct: Divisions follow increased pressure on Hutu rebels
1005 Oct: EU's plan for River bridge hits an obstacle
1005 Oct: IMF calls high living leaders to account
1005 Oct: Katangan leaders incite hatred against Kasaians
1005 Oct: Uganda seeks to pursue LRA over its borders into DRC
1005 Oct: Unpublished report on war contracts may rock president
1105 Nov: Belgian minister proposes an EU African military base
1105 Nov: Kabila appoints new finance minister in major reshuffle
1105 Nov: Major copper miner in Katangan venture
1105 Nov: Military fraudsters threaten the transition process
1105 Nov: Millions register for referendum amid suspicions of rigging
1205 Dec: Constitutional referendum was test for transition
1205 Dec: Kinshasa’s politics grow more fluid
1205 Dec: SA checks on projects

International
0205 Feb: Nigeria and SA are rivals for UNSC seat
0205 Feb: Pentagon wants closer cooperation with SA
0305 Mar: Blair report seen as 'paradigm shift' in relations
0305 Mar: India seeks to expand African business connections
0405 Apr: Chissano to join UN reform promotion tour
0705 July: Washington angered by China's Zimbabwe support
0805 Aug: SA joins US military training scheme
0905 Sept: US foundations grant $200m to universities
1205 Dec: Lisbon aims to become China’s ‘partner in Africa’

Lesotho
0205 Feb: Feasibility study for Highlands water
0405 Apr: Controversy over women’s representation
1005 Oct: Aid shortfall adds to structural economic problems
1005 Oct: World Bank finances health project

Malawi
0105 Jan: Haggle over drugs mars boost to AIDS treatment
0105 Jan: Mutharika unfazed by 'treason plot'
0205 Feb: Uncertainty on anti-corruption fight as Mutharika bales out
0305 Mar: IMF team finds economy is improving
0405 Apr: Drought hits maize production
0405 Apr: Further debt relief depends on corruption action
1005 Oct: US ‘al-Qaeda' concern blocks fertiliser import: Maize exports banned in face of famine
Mozambique
0105 Jan: Renamo drops demand to annul election
0205 Feb: Guebuza's new government brings in technocrats, takes immediate action on business
0205 Feb: IMF go-ahead on poverty reduction plan
0305 Mar: Warning on EU proposal for a change in sugar pricing
0305 Mar: World cotton price fall hits farmers
0605 June: Diogo upbeat on development goals
0605 June: Progress reported in land mine fight
0905 Sept: Anti-corruption chief sacked
0905 Sept: Banking for farmers planned
0905 Sept: Economy continues to grow, leaving out poor
1105 Nov: State finally gets control of Cahora Bassa company

Namibia
0105 Jan: Caprivi triallists may reject court's standing
0205 Feb: AGOA change hits textile plants
0305 Mar: Fishing industry under threat
0605 June: Textile sector stumbles as foreign owners pull out
0705 July: Whites urged to share land
0805 Aug: Swapo-linked company chief commits suicide
0905 Sept: New Australian-owned uranium mine opens
1105 Nov: Pohamba's anti-graft campaign gets fresh impetus

Region
0105 Jan: Cloud over former Burundi leader adds to uncertainty on election
0105 Jan: Grandiose Inga hydro scheme is vital for SA's power strategy
0105 Jan: Oil beckons in Southern Sudan
0105 Jan: Uganda sees security risk in refugee flood
0205 Feb: Leaders agree on use of rainforests
0205 Feb: SA forces shifted to Ituri as fighting surges in the DRC east
0205 Feb: Ten percent urged for agriculture
0205 Feb: Uganda uses 'rebel groups' to keep up pressure
0305 Mar: Burundi calls for military aid, but poll doubt stays
0305 Mar: Congo conflict speeds up preparations for SADC brigade
0305 Mar: Controversy over proposed ammunition factory for Tanzania
0305 Mar: Mozambique-Zimbabwe trade agreement
0305 Mar: SA companies sell arms in Great Lakes, says Amnesty
0305 Mar: SA troops' behaviour comes under spotlight
0305 Mar: Ugandan leader finds route to indispensability
0405 Apr: Botswana meets AIDS target but SA fails
0405 Apr: Key mechanisms in Africa's new 'architecture' start to fray
0405 Apr: Mauritius announces plans to become 'duty-free island'
0405 Apr: New timetable for Burundi poll
0405 Apr: SA sends in police armour as Museveni faces civil unrest
0405 Apr: SA tightens links with Sahara
0405 Apr: Sudanese training starts
0405 Apr: With Inga hydro project in the background, SA focuses on mini nuclear power
0505 May: Civil society in revolt against EU-ACP trade negotiations
0505 May: Economies show best performance for years
0505 May: Mali becomes SA's new strategic partner in West Africa
0505 May: Rapid demobilisation gives SA hope for Burundi success
0505 May: SA pension funds may go to African infrastructure
0505 May: SA to send out more peace force troops
0505 May: SA, Nigerian rivalry ratcheted up in ADB stalemate
0505 May: Trouble ahead for community split by Zambia-Malawi border
0605 June: African paralysis dampens Blair's G8 aspirations
0605 June: Burundi's local elections raise hopes for regional stability
0605 June: Diamond producers 'fail to back Kimberley Process'
0605 June: East, Southern leaders to endorse regional customs union
0605 June: EU reform means 'destruction of ACP sugar industry'
0605 June: EU's investment bank opens first regional offices in Africa
0605 June: Museveni's pride dented by Rwandan patrol
0605 June: SA team for Cote d'Ivoire is new call on depleted military
0605 June: World Bank gives out marks for business performance
0705 July: Bid to disrupt Burundi vote fails
0705 July: Concern in Congo over Uganda’s military build-up
0705 July: Early warning delays holding up formation of SADC brigade
0705 July: Money laundering gaps and drugs trade make space for terror gangs
0705 July: Ten million in need of food aid say agencies
0705 July: Transfrontier parks could have 250,000 visitors
0805 Aug: Burundi president takes over, but risks abound
0805 Aug: Exchange rate concern for SADC business
0805 Aug: Malawi, SA to counter cross-border crime
0805 Aug: SA AIDS drugs company set for Africa sales
0805 Aug: SA MPs to visit troops in Congo
0805 Aug: SADC faces severe food emergency says UN
0905 Sept: 6,000 troops for SADC brigade
0905 Sept: Burundi’s rebels remain reluctant to open peace talks
0905 Sept: Coup-struck oil territories sign security pact
0905 Sept: Desperate sugar producers seek EU summit meeting
0905 Sept: Main oil congress in SA
0905 Sept: Momentum builds for Inga hydro dam as shareholding deal is signed
0905 Sept: New EU-SADC investment scheme proposed
0905 Sept: SA, facing Zimbabwean immigrant flood, may ditch visas
0905 Sept: SA-French spat amidst fears of new conflict in Cote d’Ivoire
0905 Sept: UN report boosts trend to increased state role, away from FDI reliance
1005 Oct: EIB opens office for SADC region
1005 Oct: HIV plus famine adds new dimension to state failure
1005 Oct: Mbeki warns on fall-out for SA from Zimbabwe collapse
1005 Oct: SADC police in training
1005 Oct: Trade union rights violations throughout SADC
1005 Oct: Water management deal with Germany
1105 Nov: Concerns grow about terrorist fall-out from DRC gold trade
1105 Nov: EU draft legislation said to threaten Africa’s mining industry
1105 Nov: Risk report shows SA and Angola up, DRC ‘dangerous’
1205 Dec: Mbeki’s rhetoric masks impact of SA capital in Uganda
1205 Dec: More pressure on Burundi’s FNL as allies unite
1205 Dec: Only Botswana is on target for HIV treatment
1205 Dec: SA navy sees role in peace forces
1205 Dec: SA’s Development Bank boosts infrastructure projects
1205 Dec: Ugandan stock market pulls in Southern African investment

South Africa
0205 Feb: Cheap banking deal shows 'informal' accumulation levels
0405 Apr: Anti-terrorism law promulgated, but SADC still lags
0405 Apr: Arms producer for peace force role
0405 Apr: SA vulnerable to size of dollar holdings
0505 May: Moves to integrate diplomacy with business expansion
0505 May: Row breaks over Airbus costs
0505 May: US gives R300 million more for military AIDS research
0705 July: Land summit heralds change in official policy
0705 July: State intervention role stressed by Mbeki
0805 Aug: Gold miners' strike seen as political challenge to Mbeki
0805 Aug: More funding sought for attack helicopter
0805 Aug: Vehicles for Africa via SA port
0905 Sept: Ageing military to get more recruits
1005 Oct: India threatens arms deals, but Denel likely to weather the storm
1005 Oct: Missiles head list of recent arms purchases

Swaziland
0105 Jan: Strike fizzles out but economy worsens as factories close
0305 Mar: Foreign aid sustains royals, official admits
0305 Mar: Mbeki seeks to bring king to heel
0405 Apr: Civil service starts to crumble under AIDS impact
0505 May: Church leaders protest against constitution
0605 June: Contested constitution finally adopted
0705 July: King finally signs constitution
1005 Oct: Harsh security bill reintroduced after arson attacks
1105 Nov: Tentative hopes for parties ahead of new constitution

Tanzania
0305 Mar: Billion dollars needed for water
Zambia
0105 Jan: Protests over constituent assembly
0205 Feb: Chiluba group reveals large fifth column
0205 Feb: Malnutrition in refugee camps
0205 Feb: Mwanawasa baulks at further electoral reform
0205 Feb: UK promises debt relief, aid
0305 Mar: Mumba seeks to oust Mwanawasa at MMD convention
0405 Apr: Presidential anti-corruption reputation sinks
0505 May: Opposition demands end to aid
0605 June: Allegiance plea buys corruption charge indemnity
0605 June: Opposition leader under treason cloud
0705 July: Mwanawasa jails opposition chief alleging sabotage
0805 Aug: $564m in copper exports despite production fall-off
0805 Aug: Civics warn of chaos as Mwanawasa backtracks on constitution
0905 Sept: Mwanawasa warns on constitution protests
1005 Oct: Riot police confront anger over fuel crisis
1005 Oct: Total likely to go after 'scapegoating'
1105 Nov: Chinese firm invests $20m in copper mine
1105 Nov: HIV test becomes necessary hurdle for presidential hopefuls
1105 Nov: Registration raises fears of another rigged election
1105 Nov: Uranium exploitation to begin

Zimbabwe
0105 Jan: Bank governor's pre-election optimism meets with scepticism
0105 Jan: Decision time for Mbeki and SADC as Mugabe's vote looms
0205 Feb: Low vote forecast as parties fail to reflect constituency concerns
0305 Mar: Brain drain is fatal flaw in plans for economic recovery
0305 Mar: UN agency appeals to donors
0405 Apr: Campaign to re-open Commonwealth doors
0405 Apr: Ethnic and class divisions exacerbated by election
0405 Apr: Major Chinese arms purchase is riposte to EU arms embargo
0405 Apr: Mugabe turns to the East for economic help
0405 Apr: SA business concerned about crisis
0505 May: Coal concessions handed out in 'Look East' policy
0505 May: Devaluation ahead for rapidly collapsing economy
0505 May: Mugabe seeks greater control of patronage system
0605 June: Chinese consortium buys into chrome mining sector
0605 June: Clearances operation seen by opposition as punishment
0605 June: Currency devalued in bid to ease forex shortage
0605 June: Mugabe seeks to clear opposition from unions
0605 June: Mujuru gets into lucrative chrome production
0705 July: After mass eviction comes appeal for humanitarian aid
0705 July: Dissidents in Zanu-PF angle for 'Third Force' alternative party
0705 July: Mbeki indicates he may pay off Mugabe's IMF debt
0805 Aug: Charges against bishop show up divide in Church community
0805 Aug: Eastern Europe style reforms ahead?
0805 Aug: Mugabe plays hard-ball but takes SA money to escape IMF expulsion
0805 Aug: Quarter of population flees, most whites gone
0805 Aug: State ends grain monopoly and admits food crisis
0805 Aug: Zanu elite, anticipating change, takes over green belt farms
0905 Sept: Off the IMF hook for six months but payoff remains a mystery
1005 Oct: Behaviour change is credited for decline in AIDS
1005 Oct: MDC split may open way for Tsvangirai initiative
1005 Oct: Most graduates are preparing to emigrate, survey shows
1005 Oct: Restiveness in army over wages and food
1105 Nov: 'Commandist' bid to revive agriculture
1105 Nov: Mbeki does deal with Mugabe on fighter pilot training
1105 Nov: Power crunch looms for resolving foreign investment issue
1105 Nov: SA lags on asylum bids by refugees
1105 Nov: Unions attempt confrontation as opposition splits
1205 Dec: Security pact may position SA for transition